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arts (music, dance and dramatisation) embedded in Bemba ubwinga (wedding) ceremonies play an integral role as a channel through which knowledge is transmitted in the form of cultural values, uses and traditions. Indigenous music performed at ubwinga ceremonies is based on mfunkutu, while contemporary music includes various styles such as Kalindula, Zamrock and Zamragga, as well as various
musical styles from different parts of Africa and the rest of the world. Interaction with other cultures from Zambia as well as from Africa and the rest of the world has led to change in the structure of ubwinga ceremonies, thereby influencing the musical arts embedded in them. This article examines the nature of mfunkutu and other musical arts within ubwinga celebrations expressed by the Bemba of Lusaka
and the Copper Belt region of Zambia. Despite political, socio-economic and socio-cultural changes in Zambian society, both continuity and change are evident in the current ubwinga ceremonies, which are a merger of some of the elements of the pre-colonial ubwinga ceremonies and that of the white wedding of post-independence era. Subsequently, these developments revealed that, despite internal and
external socio-cultural, socio-economic and political influences, marriage mfunkutu did not undergo substantial changes except for an shortening of the repertoire. Page 2 An amateur video showing how people wear masks together in a hospital room has arisen many conversations on social media. An amateur video that shows what a group of patients or nurses dancing around a hospital room while
wearing masks, but is not social distancing to make the rounds on social media. There were many theories about its origins, with some claiming the video was filmed in Gaboen, while others say the scene took place in the Democratic Republic of the Congo. It turned out, this dance party happened in Zambia and the Zambian Ministry of Health confirmed it to our team. Some people were amused by the
video, while others were angry. The footage shows a group of about a dozen people, both men and women, gathered in what looked like a hospital room. Most of them wear masks and several of them start dancing and singing. One of them even starts hitting a drum. Several social media users from both Gaboen and the Democratic Republic of Congo claims that the footage was from their country and
condemned the behavior of the people in the video. Some claimed that the people were ill with Covid-19, while while said they were healthcare workers. One social media user in the DRC shared the video, only to share his post more than 800 times. He said : Sick people dance traditional dances, which a vibe at the hospital really keeps the Democratic Republic of Congo just sinking. The person who
shared this post says the scene took place in the Democratic Republic of the Congo. (Watch here at the post. If you want to check it, click here.) One social media user from Gaboen posted the video with the caption, seen and read on the net - Images of people who are sick with Covid-19 in University Hospital in Libreville. Pretty surprising! This post claims that the video was filmed at the University Hospital
in Libreville. The post is available here and is archived here by the FRANCE 24 Observers team. A video showing a traditional bemba dance from Zambia We run this video through a reverse image search using a tool called InVid (see how to use it by clicking here). The search first recorded what the video appeared online, which was on May 13. The video was shared on Zambian news websites explaining
it was filmed in the Chinsali quarantine centre in northeastern Zambia. Several different media outlets, including those that have ties to the opposition, as well as those with government ties, also shared the video. We showed this video to several Zambian Observers, who said they heard words from the Chibemba language, which is spoken by the Bemba people. It was spoken in Zambia as well as by
various groups in the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Tanzania. The people dance say the words badatwalile abene bakayonawile several times, meaning something along the lines of Bring it to his landlord so that he can ruin it all himself. The song they listen to is called Nse-nse Tubatwalile (Quickly Make Ours). It comes from the Luapula region and is often sang during traditional marriages called
Matebeto in Zambia. You can also see examples of this traditional Zambian dance on YouTube. The Zambian Ministry of Health confirms that it was filmed in ZambiaThe FRANCE 24 Observers team contacted the Zambian Ministry of Health to see if this video has, Indeed, was filmed in Zambia.We had an official response from the Ministry on May 28, which said:We confirmed that the video footage
circulating on social media is of an event that took place in Chinsali General Hospital in Muchinga Province of Zambia on Wednesday 13 May 2020.While medical ethics and respect for the privacy of the patients limits us to divide their identity and discuss the circumstances surrounding the video clip, however, we may mention that male and female patients are separately in all our health facilities, including
General Hospital. The Zambian Health Minister sent this statement to the FRANCE 24 Observers team. It's impossible. know if these patients really had Covid-19 or something else. The Zambian Ministry no longer wanted to give details about the men and women dancing together. A source in the ministry said an investigation was underway to understand more about what had happened. This video shows
patients dancing in a hospital in Zambia. It was not filmed in the Democratic Republic of the Congo or Gaboen.Article by Alexandre Capron (@alexcapron) No article was found content | Following --------------------------------------------------------------------- Page vii In this essay I tried an analysis of certain aspects of the system of social relations between Africans in the towns of Northern Rhodesia. Urban studies
are part of the tradition of the Rhodes-Livingstone Institute from the days of its inception, so that this paper is a contribution to a general development stemming from the late Godfrey Wilson and of Max Gluckman and currently carried further by Arnold Epstein. In 1950 I was appointed as Senior Sociologist on the staff of the Rhodes-Livingstone Institute. With one other sociologist, I had to make a study of
the African population of the Copperbelt and decided to break the assignment into three parts according to the various types of fieldwork needed. The first was to be a sociographic survey that would provide some of the quantitative data necessary as a basis for other sociological studies. The second was to be a study of family economy and nutrition. The third part was to be a study of the social structure of
the African population. I decided that the study of family economy could best be made by a women's sociologist and then Miss Elsey Richardson did this part of the study. I started the sociographical survey in 1951 with the intention of moving across to the study of social structure when the sociographic surveys were completed. Before this stage could be reached, however, I was appointed Director of the
Institute and reefened in forgetting the study of the social structure. Instead, Dr. Dr. Epstein, who was appointed as a research attorney, recorded some of the points and was developed in his upcoming book Politics in an Urban African community. He could recently return as Senior Sociologist to complete the scheme on which I started in 1951. The basic material used in this essay was collected while the
sociographical uptake was in progress. The first version of this paper was prepared in July 1951 and was only read by some personal friends in Luanshya. After that in January 1953 I read a version of a conference of research officers from the Rhodes-Livingstone Institute. Later in that year I read another version to a seminar at the University of Manchester where I was Simon Research Fellow. Since then I
have been able to joke the divisions dealing with tribal social distance and tribal joke add. It is only now that I am the Directorship of the Institute that I could return to the paper and prepare it for publication. I am scheduled to my colleagues in the Rhodes-Livingstone Institute and the Department of Social Anthropology of the University of Manchester who have criticised several versions of this paper. I am
particularly owed to the African research assistants of the Rhodes- Livingstone Institute with whom I discussed many parts of this paper --------------------------------------------------------------------- Page viii and who provided me with a lot of valuable information. I would like to thank Professor Max Gluckman and Dr. J. A. Barnes for their comments on an early version of this paper, and Mr Max Marwick for
permission to quote information about joke relationships from his unpublished thesis about the Chewa. I am grateful for Professor N. H MacKenzie who read the manuscript and suggested some improvements; to Miss M. Leask and Miss J. Dent who typed between them the manuscript several times; and finally to my wife who worked consistently with me on this essay. --------------------------------------------------
------------------- Page 1. Kalela is the name of a popular 'trunk' dance on the Copper Belt of Northern Rhodesia. Some confusing attributes focused my attention on it when I was involved in fielding and I used it as a vehicle for general investigation into tribalism and some other characteristics of social relations between Africans in the towns of Northern Rhodesia. In presenting the material and the analysis I
tried to follow the method used by Gluckman in his Analysis of a Social Situation in Modern Zululand.1 Gluckman began his paper with a description of the ceremony through which a new bridge in Zululand was opened by the Chief Indigenous Commissioner. He isolates the important elements in the ceremony and then traces each of these elements back into the greater society, to demonstrate their
meaning in the ceremony he described. By following the reins in the ceremony, Gluckman is led to a historical and sociological analysis of the total structure of modern Zululand. In this essay, I try to employ the same general techniques. I start with a description of the kalela dance and then keep the dominant features of the dance to the system of relationships between Africans on the Copperbelt. In order
to do this, I should consider, to some extent, the general system of Black-White relations in Northern Rhodesia. By working outwardly from a specific social situation on the Copperbelt the entire social fabric of the area is therefore taken in. This is only when this process has been concluded that we can return to the dance and fully appreciate its meaning. Stamdans has become a hallmark of urban life
across Southern Africa. On the Witwatersrand, the massed military dance of the Nguni people became a spectacle for tourists to visits to Johannesburg. This type of dance also has an organized type of in which teams compete weekly.2 On the Copperbelt, no less, 'tribe' dance is a hallmark of African life. Unlike the beautiful tasted, rhythmic, military dance of the Nguni people, however, tribal dance on the
Copperbelt is somewhat inconstinctive and, compared to dances in the south, almost prosaics. Nevertheless, every African township, place 1 Gluckman, M., 1940 2 Jokl, E., 1949, pp.412ff. A prize is given to the team that wins the tribal dance competition in Salisbury each year. In 1954 it was won by a Shne team. Report of the Director of Indigenous Administration of Salisbury for the year ending June,
1955, para. 273. P. 54. --------------------------------------------------------------------- Page 2 or connection has its places where dance teams from different strains perform every Sunday afternoon and on public holidays. The Ngonde, the people of the Kasai, the Nsenga, the Cewa, the Ngoni, and many other tribes have their own distinctive dances. But the most popular dance of all is the Kalela,3 that is danced all
over the Copper Belt by people from the Northern Province of Northern Rhodesia. During 1951 I was able to see a few kalela dances performed by a Bisa team in the Luanshya Board's location. I was also able to assee a certain amount of information on the social background of the dancers.4 The description of the dancers, therefore, is based on this team. The team consists of nineteen young men. The
costume for the rank-and-file dancers was well printed grey snails, neat singles, and well polished shoes. Some wore white handkerchy cloths in their right hands. Their hair is carefully camoufed with a well-defined participatory. In short, they were young men dressed smartly in European style. The team danced to the guidance of drums on three large drums, made from forty-four litres of oil drums covered
with cow shelter. Two drums beat the drums with banana-shaped sticks about two feet long. The sound of the drums could be heard for miles around - at the dance arena it was deaf. The drums were hung on a pole in the middle of a fenced enclosure in place and the dancers circulated them around in single file. The dance is made up of short fluctuation steps accompanied by a slight inner swing of the
body. From time to time, the leader of the group dotted the drums with sharp explosions on a football whistle, after which the dancers turned into the duck-day drums. During part of the dance, the drums were quiet while the dancers sang a song. Each dance team is organized in the same way. The composition of the one we are familiar with is as follows. At the head is a 'king', preferred by members of the
dance team to be the general 3 There are many dances very similar to kalela, but known by different names. The mbeni dance, which was in Central Africa before the 1939-45 war, and from which my informants told me, was almost almost almost A dance known as mganda in the Eastern Province of Northern Rhodesia is the same. A dance among the Lakeside Tonga called malipenga has many similar
properties. Mr. C. M. N. White tells me that a similar dance among the Luvale, Luchazi and Chokwe is known as nyakasanga, though he shows that their neighbors call the West Lunda their dance halela. In a recent tribal dance competition held in Mufulira and reported in the Mufulira Star, vol. 4 No. 6 (June 1956), the Kalela Smart and the Karonga Boma teams placed second and third were kalela - type
dancers. Brelsford, W. V., 1948, does not mention Kalela. 2 I am guilt to Mr Sykes Ndilila, then Research Assistant of the Rhodes-Livingstone Institute, who collects the personal information about the dancers and who recorded words of the song. 3 Officials with 'European' titles also in urban dance groups in West Africa.Sea Banton, M. 1953a; 10953b. ----------------------------------------------------------------- Page
3. organiser and administrator of the team. He is also their treasurer : the team members pay their entries to him when they go to another Copper Belt town to compete with other kalela dancers, or when they have a festival. When I looked at the dance he was dressed in marked contrast to the dancers : he wore a dark suit, collar and tie, hat, and some white-edged sun glasses. He interrupted the dance
after going for some time to shake hands, with each of the dancers in the same way as a celebrith meet with the teams at a football game. The leader of the dance was Luke Mulumba who succeeded his brother in 1948 to this position. The dance leader actually leads the dance while the 'king' doesn't take any active role in it. It is the dance leader who invents the steps and compiles the words of the song,
which is so important in the dance. A 'doctor' dressed in a white operating gown with a red cross before was also present. His duties were to encourage the dancers. A 'nurse' the only woman in the group, was dressed in white, and went about with a mirror and a handkerchcrat to allow every dancer to inspect himself to see if he was neat and neat. She also wiped out the sweat from the faces of the
dancers as they went on dancing. She is the sister of Luke and is married to the king. The rest of the team consists of dancers and drums. The following table sets some of the social characteristics of the team : Rolling Tribe Chief Born Religion Educ. Conj. Occupation King Bisa Matipa 1910 W.T Nil M Bespo leader Bisa Matipa 1928 R.C St. IVS Office Son Doctor Bisa Matipa 1925 R.C Nils Labourer Sister
Bisa Matipa 1933 R.C Nil M House wife Dancer Bisa Matipa 1921 R.C. ST. IS Laborer Dancer Bisa Matipa 1925 R.C NilG Laborer Dancer Bisa Matipa 1926 Heidense Nils Mate Dancer Bisa Matipa 1926 R.C. IS Labourer Bisa Matipa 1928 R.C. IIS Labourer dancer Bisa Matipa 1928 R.C Nils Labourer Dancer Bisa Matipa 1929 R.C Nild Dancer Bisa Matipa 1929 R.C. St. IS Bar Boy Dancer Bisa Matipa 1929
R.C Lit.G Labourer Bisa Matipa 1929 R.C. Nils Lorry Boy Dancer Bisa Matipa 1930 R.C NilG Lorry Boy Dancer Bisa Matipa 1932 R.C. IIID Garden Boy Dancer Bisa Matipa 1933 Pagan Laborer Dancer Bisa Chiwa 1924 Pagan St. IIS Laborer Dancer Bisa Chiwa 1924 Pagan NilD Laborer Dancer Bisa Chiwa 1925 R.C Nils Unemployed dancer Bisa Chiwa 1928 R. C Nils LaborEr Dancer Bisa Chiwa 1927
Heidense St. IIS Mate dancer Ngoni Mshawa 1929 Muslim NilD Mate W.T. = Watchtower ; Illuminate = Literate, ie : no formal education, but can read and write; D = Separated ; G = Married, but woman still in rural area. --------------------------------------------------------------------- Page 4. This team is of course composed of men largely from the Bisa Chief Matipa's chiefship. Luke Mulumba, the leader who in fact
dominates the team, is Matipa's sister's son and it is clear that he has attracted a number of his mother's subjects to him. His songs praise Chief Matipa and therefore, indirectly, himself. But there are also five men from a neighbouring Bisa chiefdom under Chief Chiewa.5 These five men are easily accepted into the team because, as we will soon see, in the situation on the Copperbelt, Luke Mulumba's team
is representative of all Bisa. The Ng'umbo under Chief Mwewa and the Aushi of Chief Milambo's territory also had calela teams, and there was a composite Bisa kalela team drawn from all chiefs who recognized the most important of Mainkopa. Mulumba's team was formed with the aim of praising Chief Matipa and broke away from the other Bisa team to do so. Yet, publicly, they formally press the unit of all
Bisa against other tribes as in the opening chant of their song when they chant : Dancers : 'Bisa.' Leader : 'C.' Dancers : 'Cilubi. Square island surrounded by water. Dancers : 'Provincial Commissioner Kopa.' In this way, they elicit the symbol of the most important head to express their unit against all other tribes, at the same time expressing Mainkopa's prestige in peculiar modern terms. It is quite possible,
therefore, for the Bisa other than that of Chief Matipa to participate in this dance. They ignore their internal differences in the face of the multi-tribal situation in an urban area. Apart from the general strain origin of the team, there are other significant regularities. No one in the dance team is over the age of thirty. Most are under the age of twenty-five. It is true that men on the Copperbelt tend to be chosen
from the younger age groups, but Mulumba's team is younger than the normal population at the Copperbelt.6 The King on the other is forty-one years old. Another striking regularity is that all the dancers live in the single quarters. Three of the dancers are married, but their wives are in rural areas. All the rest are either single or separated. 'King', however, is married and his wife, who is Luke Mulumba's
sister, is the in the team. The fact that all Christian dancers are Roman Catholics are not in itself significant since the Catholic mission is the only one found in Matipa's territory. But it's interesting here to note that again the 'King', unlike the dancers, is a Watchtower fan. 5. There is also a man who calls himself 'Ngoni' in the team. He is the son of a Yao man born in Fort Jameson and is the 'best friend' of
Luke - apparently he is in the team as through special favor. 6 There was one dancer of the nineteen who was thirty years old, but in the general population in Luanshya, 47.5 percent. adult males were thirty years and older. See Mitchell, J. C., Table I, p.4. --------------------------------------------------------------------- Page 5. More interesting is the fact that none of the dancers are employed in a 'white collar' or
lower professional post, a fact that will later become significant in light of the discussion. An accidental walk through the Management Council's location on Sunday afternoon is enough to demonstrate the overwhelming popularity of kalela across all other tribal dances with the African spectators. While there may be a handful of people watching other dances, the kalela arena is expired with spectators who
naturally enjoy themselves. There are several reasons for this popularity. The drums are spectacular and the dancers are well dressed, but I think by far the main attraction lies in the songs of the team. It is significant, perhaps, that these songs are sang in the form of Bemba that is widely spoken on the Copperbelt. Since the dancers used the lingua franca of town, the spectators understand their songs
easier than those possibly sang by a few other tribal groups in a language intelligent to only a few outsiders. A second reason for the popularity of the songs lies in their content. The heses I recorded fourteen of the stanzas of the song that Luke Mulumba sang in 1951. It is clear that new stanzas are constantly added and old ones dropped. But an analysis of the fourteen stanzas provides an infectious
remark about the way of life of the CopperBelt Africans. It's hard to surf the content of these heives exactly. They are sang in Memba, but it is the Bemba of the Copperbelt: it abounds with anglicisors, words of 'kitchen kaffir' (Pidgin Zulu), and references to the urban situation somehow. All this gives songs a sophisticated flavor that is lost in translation. At least six of the stanzas of the song are self-songs of
the kalela dancers. But these praise songs are put in an urban environment. For example, one stanza walk : 'The Watchtower7 tried on Saturday to transform me on Saturday that I should go to their meeting place at two hours on Sunday. We also have gospels - the drums, We who dance kalela. God hates no one; In heaven we will climb, We will dwell in the Lucifer, In his stockade.8 We will go with our
drums. Even in thou singt hear them roaring. 7 Fans of the Watchtower Bible and Tract Society represent 19.6 percent. of adult males and women in the Luanshya Board of Governors place in 1950. It was the largest single Christian sect. 8 He uses the Bemba word cipango which refers to the stock surrounding a chief's town. --------------------------------------------------------------------- Page 6. Another stanza
walks: 'You women who are at the dance pitch, You have to go before it's too late. You have to eat and eat in advance and you have to tell those who have stayed at home that they should also come after they have eaten. Those who want to wash, let them were,9 Those who want to iron let them iron,10 Those who want to bathe, those who want to dress let them dress up- Because of the dance of this
day. Copper belt ! The drum. The whistle-boy is there,11 The line-boy is there,11 The spectators come from Lambaland and other remote locations.12 Why do you beat the drum? At two hours it starts, The song is finished, mothers, go away. Today someone is going to be beaten with a stick, but don't blame us and say 'I die because of your kalela dancers.' 13 Some of the heives refer to typically urban
situations. In one, the smart modern miss, which uses powder and paint, is lamped. In another, the lease hose of parents is baked off in marriage payments. The dancers sing : 'Mulumba must have a job at the abattoir, so that he can steal the heads of sexed cattle, so that the woman who loves the heads of sex cattle can give him her daughter. It's nice to work in a butcher. You can be given a beautiful girl
to marry because of the love of meat. There are some who sell their daughters- Which beautiful girls marry them with useless men14; They are in a difficult position.15 He will give them a cow's head. The daughter is only in orison.16 9 He uses the anglicism kuwash = to wash (clothes). 10 He uses the verb kuchisa derived from Zulu by kitchen kaffir. This section in the stanza refers to the substantial
attention of the dancers to their personal appearance. 11 These are references to football, a very popular game with Africans on the Copperbelt. 12 The Brassbelt is adjacent to the Lamba tribal areas 13. This reference is repeated in another stanza. He implies that because women would like to watch Calela dancers, they neglect their husbands and the consequences. 14 He uses the term kobe here,
which I originate is an animal. I can't identify it. 15 He uses the term ufwafwa = bondage. 16 He uses the term chanwa, whose origin is not clear. This can be derived from military snake 'jankers'. --------------------------------------------------------------------- Page 7. The one suitable for Mulumba to take her to the city 17 from Matipa to be the sister in the dance of the rattles.'18 But most of the stanzas of the song
deal specifically with the ethnic diversity of the These stanzas refer either the good qualities of the Matipa Bisa. One of the stanzas runs: 'You mothers who speak Tonga, You who speak Soli, mothers, Teach my Lenje.19 How will I go and sing? This song I'm going to dance in the Lenje country, I don't know how I'm going to speak Lenje. Soli I don't know, Tonga I don't know, Lozi I don't know. Mbwela is
difficult, Kalela is difficult, All these places I mentioned, mothers, Are where I'm going to dance kalela; Then the dancer will return to Lamba country. At Chief Nkana'a place I will dance, At Ndubeni's head I will dance, At Chief Mushili's place I will dance, At Chief Catala's place I will dance, At Chief Chiwala's place I will dance.21 I will then go and say goodbye to Chief Katanga, What is my father-in-law and
the one whose daughter I am married.22 , mothers, I will never stay in Lambaland, but I will adjourn 23 to my motherland of Chief Matipa.' Another stanza deals with the Lamba preounded with adultery matters : 'Mothers, I'm getting many courts, To listen to the cases they establish: They establish divorce cases, They talk about witchcraft cases, They talk about thefts, 17 He uses the anglicism 'shite' = city.
18 Sister in the sense of a nurse. See notes on the organization of the dance. 19 These three languages belong to the same language group. 20 He uses the angling lifeshi = reverse. 21 Nkana, Ndubeni, Mushili, Katala, are all local Lamba Chiefs. Chiwala, whose territory is on the aith about Ndola, is not Lamba, but of Yao withdrawal. However, his subjects are mainly Lamba and many Copperbelt Africans
look at Chiwala as a Lamba chief. 22 I do not understand this reference. 23 He uses the angling sipili = speed. --------------------------------------------------------------------- Page 8. They talk about tax default, and refuse to pay tribute to Labour. But the things I saw at Mushili's court,24 These things I've been wondering about. From nine hours in the morning, up to four hours in the afternoon, The cases were just
adultery. Then I asked the court messenger : Do you have any different matters to establish ? The court messenger said: 'No25 There are no other cases, It's just like this in Lambaland- There are no assault cases, There are no theft cases: These are the cases in the courts of Lambaland.' A significant comment appeared in another stanza where Mulumba boasts his linguistic abilities. He sings : 'I sing in
Henga, I sing in Luba, I sing in Zulu and Sotho. I take Nyamwanga and Soli and put them together. I stopped the Lwena language because it is very common, The Nyakyusa and Kasai and Mbwel languages are the remaining languages.' The strains of the Angola border of Northern Rhodesia, including the Lwena, are those who, more than others, accept employment than night land collectors. For this
reason they were largely depicted by other tribes on the Copperbelt. This mention of the Lwena language refers to General stereotype of the Lwena and Luvale peoples.26 There are certain clear features of the songs of the kalela dancers. First, there is the element of self-praise. The dancers are all young single men who have given a good deal of attention to their appearance. Their songs are particularly
aimed at the women and the dancers are not absent in drawing the attention of the women to their own desirability. A second feature of the songs is the distinct recognition of the ethnic diversity of urban populations. It takes two shapes. The first is that the dancers emphasize the salvations of their own land or origin and exhaust their own virtues. The second form is the observation of this, in that highlights
and discretion of other languages and uses. There are therefore various characteristics of kalela that can be the starting point of a sociological analysis; but the main feature, from my point of view, is that kalela is essentially a tribal dance. Kalela and his songs highlight the unit of Bisa at all 24 He uses an anglicism coti = courts. Mushili is a Lamba chief near Luanshya 25 The answer from the court
messager is sang in the Lamba language, which is similar enough to Bemba to be understood by most Africans on the Copperbelt. 26 See below, p.27 --------------------------------------------------------------------- Page 9. other strains on the Brass Fur. We can expect well, in a trunk dance of this kind, that some trunk insights can be worn. It is not difficult to see that in a falanx of Zulu warriors magnificently
decorated in traditional costume, and branding their assegais and shields, there is a manifestation and indeed an aggressive, demonstration of tribal unit. But the kalela dancers are in the thesmars of European wear and there's no way to tell a Bemba or Aushi kalela team from a Bisa one. The smartness of the kalela dancers is a recurring theme and is given great emphasis.27 Nor the songs tell the exploits
of a Bisa culture hero. Apart from vague references to Matipa's beautiful soil, there is no mention of planting crops and reaping them, from building booths, from fishing and hunting and other rural activities that we can associate with a tribe of Arcadia. Instead, the songs concerning Copperbelt characters, and the scenes are set in sections of the places. The language of the song is Copperbelt Bemba, and
English and kitchen kaffir words and phrases abound. The songs are compiled in towns for entertaining people in towns, and they deal with events and everyday with which these people are familiar. In other words, we are presented with an apparent paradox. The dance is clearly a tribal dance in which tribal differences emphasize, but the language and the idiom of the songs and the dress of the dancers
drawn from an urban existence that tends to immerse tribal differences. I believe this apparent paradox can be resolved if we have the and its origins in its social environment. My informants said that the dance called Kalela was previously known as mbeni. They said the kalela was started by a man named Kalulu around the year 1930 on Chisi Island in Lake Bangwelu. The inhabitants of this island are from
the Ng'umbo tribe. In 1939 Kalulu joined the Northern Rhodesian Regiment and had permission to carry his drums so that, when the event allowed, he could continue with his dances. He formed a group of dancers with himself as leader. A man named Million acted as the leader of the dances at Chisi when Kalulu was in the army. Kalulu was dismissed from the army in 1946 and renamed the dance
luwelela.28 We had no information about who introduced it to the Copperbelt29, But, since there was an increased movement of population to the Copperbelt after the 1939-45 War, it is 27, for example, the report of a kalela dance competition in African Roan Antelope, II (Dec., 1953) , p. 6 , where the fine clothes of the dancers specifically comment on 28 Presumably of the Bemba verb to download = to
hoot or scoff : Bemba English Dictionary. White Fathers (Chilubula,1947.) 29 29 We know that mbeni existed on the Copper Belt in 1935, but we don't know if it disappeared then, whether it was persistent and subsequently absorbed by Kalela.. --------------------------------------------------------------------- Page 10. almost certain to be brought there by some members of the Ng'umbo tribe of Chishi Island. As far as
I can gather, it came the first time at the Roan Antelope Copper Mine in 1945, where it spread to the rest of the Copperbelt, and the Luanshya Board of Governors in particular, in 1948. Here it's called Kalela - dancing of pride. Since the kalela dance has its origins in the mbeni, we need to go back to the origins of mbeni to detect its roots. Unfortunately, there seem to be few records of the mbeni dance
available. During my fielding in Nyasaland30 I could watch one mbeni at a boys initiation ceremony. The artists were a group of somewhat dirty and unspeute youths who ruled the dance arena after a large homemade bass drum. One of my older informants told me that this performance was wearing little resemblance to the beni dances performed in Zomba in the early twenties. He told me that the word
beni, as the dance is called in Nyasaland, is actually a corruption of the English word 'orchesin'. It seems a reasonable explanation of the origin of the word in light of the description of the dance itself, because, as we will see, an essential feature of the dance was a mock military tape.31 My informant said : It was a clean dance because everyone wore good clothes. People who got dirty weren't allowed to
dance. When they were called, they brought their drums with them, wearing their clothes like the King. When they came to the courtyard, where the dance would they appeared beautiful. All the women were very much They danced slowly and gently, the women on one side and the men on the other; at the dawn they looked as clean as if they hadn't danced at all. The central figure at these dances,
apparently, was a person named 'The Governor'. He usually stood in the middle of the courtyard, decorating with yellow medals. The rest of the dancers slowly circled him under the direction of a drummer who knocked out a rhythm on a fake brass drum. Behind him was the rest of the dancers in mocking military rank. First, there was a chief general, followed by a Lieutenant General 32, a colonel, a
lieutenant colonel, a captain, lieutenant, non-commissioned officers and ultimately the privacy. There was also a deputy. The dancers carried appropriate 30 As Assistant Anthropologist from the Rhodes-Livingstone Institute under the Yao in Liwonde and Fort Johnston Districts, 1946-9. 31 My informant pointed out that the drums were 'European drums', i.e. they were double-sided drums imitated the
military bark drum. This, of course, is unlike the traditional drum made of a sacred tree steam and covered on one side with the skin. This explanation of the word beni and many of the details described by my informant are confirmed in a note on the dance prepared by the Chief Commissioner of Police, Zomba, Nyasaland in 1921. See file N3/23/2 in the Central African Archives, Salisbury, Southern
Rhodesia. 32 This is how the informant gave it to me. He was oblivious to the inversion of rank here. --------------------------------------------------------------------- Page 11. badges of rank fashion from lead. Those who rank fictional command helmets and have whistles on lanyards, and some wore Sam Browne belts 33. Relations within the dance groups are regulated by the fictional military rank. Trouble was
ironed out by the man who was the immediate better in rank of the disputes and, if no settlement could be reached, the line of authority until the Governor' handled himself with the matter. Goodall's testimony to the Russell Commission supports the view that the mbeni dance originated shortly after the 1914-18 War34. Goodall cites the existence of the dance in Dar-es- Salaam in 1919. This became the
aim of official importance during the 1935 riots, even though it is difficult to determine what role the mbeni dance group played in them if they indeed played any role. It is clear that government officials suspected the mbeni dancers had been implied and it appears that, In the absence of any solid organisation through which African leaders could convey information to the people, the strike leaders asked the
leaders of the mbeni &amp; nbsp;dancers to act as their mouthpieces.35 The significant point arising from the evidence laid before the Commission was that the dance was in the form we know it was active on the Copper To what extent Mbeni fell under a cloud after the suspicion that it Atricted during that year I can't tell, but it seems to have disappeared on the Copperbelt 36 until it was revived in the form
of kalela. PRESTIGE AND THE 'EUROPEAN WAY OF LIFE' Whatever form modern mbeni dances can take 37 it is very clear that these early dances were a kind of pantomime of the social structure of the local European community. My Yao informant described mbeni in Zomba during the twenties, when Zomba was largely a garrison town. The Governor and the military presented to 33 My informi that
some were prosecuted for the theft of Sam Browne's belts. 34 Evidence taken by the Commission appointed to enquire in disturbances in the Copperbelt, 1935 (Russell Commission). North Rhodesia Government Printer (Lusaka, 1935), p. 77. In his note dated 27 July 1921, the Chief Commissioner of Police in Nyasaland recorded that these dances thrived before the 1914-18 Wars in German East Africa
and that the office bearers wore German titles such as 'Kaiser, Kaiserin, Hauptmann'. File N3/23/2 in Central African Archives. Jones's description of the Mganda dance heights exactly with the mbeni dance. He says it was honest in the burlesque of a military parade that originated in East Africa during the 1914-18 war and was introduced to Northern Rhodesia by lakeside Tonga. Jones, A. M., 1945, pp.
180-8. 35 The Russell Commission found that some of the leaders of the Mbeni Association were concerned in the disturbances, but that, as a body, the Association was not subservice, Russell Commission Report, p.49. 36 Brelsford, W.V., 1948, p.19. 37 Jones, for example, with a somewhat colorless performance of a similar dance in the Fort Jameson rural area. Jones, A M., 1945 ------------------------------
--------------------------------------- Page 12. The Africans were a formal social structure, whose striking feature was a strict hierarchy and a set of distinctive uniforms that advertised the social position of each person. The pantomime of the social structure in the mbeni thus represented the social structure as the Africans saw it. It should be appreciated that Africans in the twenties were not permitted by the local
European population in Zomba as equals and had no opportunity to appreciate the social pattern in the local community except by military rank38, and by the clear evidence of uniforms and public ceremonies39. The appeal of the mbeni dance therefore appears to be the excessive participation of the Africans in social relations from which they are normally excluded. Striking evidence to show that it not
only comes a local response from Goodall, who says that earlier mbeni dancers in Tanganyika actually wiggled their faces.40 This attempt to cross insurmountable barriers, as it was, in fantasy, is a function especially of nativistic movements41 like the load of cult, but there is the clear in that there is no evidence that mbeni dancers ever that by reproducing the external characteristics of the culture they
atrieved they would automatically reach their wishes. Their participation in the 'European' social structure was vigilant: the aspiration was only satisfied with fantasy. It can be argued that the dance provided an excellent medium for the expression of hostility towards a prevailing group through satire and that it was in fact the most important satisfaction in it for participants and spectators. Indeed, I have no
evidence that it was so. My Yao informant did not suggest it, and certainly in the kalela dance today there is no sign of any satire of European behaviour 42. All that remains of mbeni in modern kalela dance is wearing European clothes and some types of personalities, the 'King', the 'doctor' and the 'nurse'. It can be argued, perhaps, that since all Africans in Northern Rhodesia nowadays wear European
clothing, dancers can be expected to wear no other costume. But the important 38 Africans were allowed into the military as private and non-command officers and of course understood the military positioning system. 39 An entertaining variation of this, provided by Mr. Trump, he said. E Tikili, Senior Research Assistant on the staff of the Rhodes-Livingtone Institute, reported to me is that the Lakeside
Tonga, which has their own version of mbeni called malipenga. wear kilts when dancing in Bulawayo. The first Europeans to live in the country of the | Lakeside Tonga was the Scots at Livingstonia. Mr J. van Velsen, Research Officer at the Rhodes-Livingstone Institute, who is currently doing fieldwork under the Lakeside Tonga, described a malipenga dance that took place at Chinteche. There were no
kilts here, but Mr van Velsen described the dance as a gymkhana in which the dominant feature is the smart European dress of the participants. 40 Russell Commission Evidence, p. 77. 41 See Barber, B., 1946, pp. 663-9 42 It should be noted that in terms of the Towns (Control of Natives) Regulations (cap.120 of the laws of Northern Rhodesia), Section 7, no person may organise or participate in any
dance calculated to mock or to fine any person, religion or properly compound person. I don't think the Kalela dancers are aware of this regulation. --------------------------------------------------------------------- Page 13. characteristic of both mbeni and kalela dances is the great emphasis placed on correct clothing. For my Yao informant it was the outstanding feature of the dance. Describe the Mganda dance Jones
says : ... Then came the officers dressed in European suits, very smart, and burnt in a cavalier manner. It is highly significant that the Regimental Mascot in the mganda dance was 'one of those bronze heads used as an ad, I believe, of Van Heusen collars, overcrowded by an ordinary trillion hat.'. 43 In kalela also there is this strong emphasis impeccable dress. The dancers refer to it in Song ; the 'nurse'
takes a mirror around the dancers so that they can check their appearance; An African correspondent, who writes a report of a caleladans for a local newspaper, makes a special point to mention the fine clothes44. This emphasis on fine clothing is a common feature of the urban African population45. Wilson therefore expressed this : 'The Africans of Broken Hill are not a cattle people, whether a goat people,
or a fishing people, or a tree that cuts people, they are a dressed people.'46 Wilson has the root of this preoccept with clothes in fact that clothes are the one readily available item of European Empire that gives them an immediate appearance of civilized status He has other possible indicators of civilized status - , tools, furniture, food - but it clearly comes that Afrikaners for a variety of reasons do not help
but to achieve the respect and to share the civilized status and the new wealth of the Europeans, whose general social superiority is always ahead of them.'49 Wilson's comments , applicable to Broken Hill in 1939-40, are equally applicable to the modern Copper Belt. The Europeans are in a position of social superiority and Africans strive to the particular distinctive and perquisite of the socially 43 Jones,
1945, p.180 44 See footnote 1, p.9 45 A newspaper printed for the African staff of the Nkana Corporation reports a dressing competition won by a shop assistant. The runner-up was a medical orderly. Lunlandanya, II, 1 (May 1954), 3. Dressing rooms were also held in towns in South Africa. Professor Gluckman tells me that he judged at one of these competitions, held at a competitive European - style
dance evening. in Petoria in 1937. Most of those who attended it were house servants. When he chose the best dressed man, another competitor protested that he did not examine underwear, and he was asked to do so. 46 Wilson, G., 1942, p.18. He found that 64.4 percent. african cash expenditures, on items other than food, were spent on clothing in the Broken Hill mining covenant in 1939-40. In a
sample in Mufulira and Chingola in 1953, the percentage was 40.6 - see Nyirenda, A.A., 1956, Table I 47 Wilson, G., 1942, p.15. 48 Gussman, B., 1952, p. 57, in the descriptive Bulawayo in 1950, making a similar point. He points out that there are few other possibilities available to Africans to invest surplus funds. 49 Wilson, 1942, p. 15. Many years earlier, Hunter had essentially made the same point
about Africans in East London in South Africa. She wrote : 'In towns it's smart to be as european as possible.... Status depends largely on wealth and education and it involves Europeanity'. Hunter, M., 1936, p. 437. -------------------------------------------------------------------- Page 14. better group.50 The civilized way of thus providing a scale that can be measured by the prestige of Africans in urban areas (and to
an increasing extent rural areas). At the top of the scale are the lower professional and white-collar workers and successful traders, who are carefully dressed, have European furniture in their homes, speak English to each other, read the local newspapers printed for the European public, eat european type of foods, preferred West to traditional music, choose bottled beer in preference to be traditionally
brewed beer. At the bottom of the scale are the unskilled laborers of all forms, whose standards of living differ, but few of those of rural villagers, who have no furniture, eat traditional foods, know no English, and are uneilarthed. Between the two are the lower white-collar workers, supervisors and skilled manual workers - all vary significantly in the degree to which they can achieve what they believe to be a
civilized way of life'. A study of vocational rankings confirms this view of prestige in the urban African community.51 Respondents was asked to rank thirty-one professions on a five-point prestige scale. After that, when these ratings were converted into a simple position, The professional workers were placed first, followed by the white-collar workers, then the skilled workers and supervisors and, ultimately,
the unskilled workers.52 Response to an open question made it very clear that occupations that were normally those of the Europeans, but who followed some Africans, were , in general, the occupations that require the highest educational qualifications This kept true, even for a group of students who received training to be trade berries. The African use of European way-of-life as a standard at which they
can measure prestige can therefore be seen as a type of referral group behaviour.53 The mbeni dancers have displayed a very direct type of reference group behavior. They copied the most obvious and visible symbols of prestige. The connection between mbeni and kalela is preserved in the general use of clothing as one such symbol. The kalela dancers no longer use the military uniform, but the smart



clothes of European business or professional men : Africans have generally come to accept the standards of these men than those to which they aspire to. The direct and obvious symbols gave way to the less tangible but non-the-less real idea of the civilized way of life. The mechanism is the same, but the symbols today are different. It is significant that none of the kalela dancers have a professional or
'white-collar' post. Three are mates : the rest are unskilled 50 Africans to express their aspirations in just these terms. One of the main attractions of the town is that it provides an opportunity for Africans to fulook civilization. Few make the same point about the Mende of Sierra See Min, K., 1948 ; 1955. 51 51 On 653 scholars, students and students teachers in Lusaka by A. L. Epstein and myself. This will
be fully published in time. 52 A table reproduced from these results in Annexure I. 53 Merton, R., and Lazarsfeld, P. F., 1950 ; Also Mitchell, J. Clyde, 1955. --------------------------------------------------------------------- Page 15. laborers of different types. For a team of dancers who are in professions at the bottom of the prestige scale, wearing smart European-style clothing is particularly important. Those who are
from heads of their position in the community can command little prestige in everyday life, on Sundays don the symbols and outward points of rank and display them before the admiring spectators at the dance arena. The European way-of-life has now become so much a part and parcel of life in the urban areas that the Europeans themselves have faded from the foreground. Kalela dancers are not looking
for persistent participation in European society, but persistent participation in the upper levels of African society, from which they are excluded by their lack of qualification. The prestige system in urban areas therefore uses 'civilization' or 'the European way-of-life' as a standard or scale of prestige. To command respect in such a system, the Africa must be educated; to occupy a post that relates to high
prestige; and to draw a salary big enough to enable him to buy the clothes and other symbols of prestige. The urban African population is stratified in terms of this scale. It is sometimes assumed that as the African population is stratified, the ties will cut over ethnic differences within each stratum and eventually overcome them. For example, McCall wrote : 'Class formation toll the lump of tribalism in the
urban environment. The marks of class are independent of the marks of tribal membership; classes consist of people of various tribes.'54 This formulation as it stands is too common to be accepted without discussions. Our interest in 'class' lies in the way it affects social interaction and we need to be able to specify the situations in which it does. It seems that 'class' can influence social interaction in two
ways. First, it can function as a prestige category so that a person can act differently than those he believes are above or under his 'class', it is his position in the prestige scale. Secondly, it can form the basis on which corporate groups are recruited. Several sociologists recently showed that we must distinguish between 'class' as a category of individuals who simply fall on the same general position at a
prestige continuum, and a 'class' as a group of persons primarily from the same position on a prestige continuum that acts corporately in political situations55. As far as 'class' as a social category is concerned, definitely some craftworkers have expressed hostility towards non-manual workers, but I will that clerk and professional workers concite a class that is opposed to craftworkers. The clerk, mining
policemen and other Africans in close contact with European officials are in a peculiar position : they represent the Africans to the 54 McCall, D. F., 1955, p.158. 55 The distinction was made clear by Cox, O. C., 1945. See also Barnes, J. A., 1954b ; Lenski, G. E., 1952 ; Goldschmidt, W., 1953 ; Plautz, H. W., 1953. Few, K., 1955, faced the same problem in his discussion of the situation in Sierra Leone. ----
---------------------------------------------------------------- Page 16. Europeans and the Europeans to the Afrikaners.56 Often those Africans who are not in contact with the Europeans tend to see the clerk, mining police and similar African officials aligned with the Europeans against them. During the disturbances on the Copperbelt in 1935 we learned, the mine policemen, tribal elders and some of the clerk refuge
with European officials in the compound offices. In his testimony to the Russell Commission, one of the African witnesses said : The people were angry at the mine police because they said they were not in sympathy with them and they did nothing when asked for more pay. Not only that, but what the mining police should have done when they were fighting, they said, wasn't too side with the Europeans
and the aschari — they should have been with the people. 57 Wherefore, when an underground drilling machine operator said in his testimony to the Russell Commission that 'The clerks have a lot of power, and the compound manager listens to anything they say', I feel that he does not express his hostility to the class of clerks who hold a position of relatively high prestige, but rather to the clerk that was
one of his most important points classes in the prestige system can in fact be aspects of the general opposition between Wits and Swarts. The problem is complicated by the fact that the evidence of Northern Rhodesian towns suggests that regular tribal and class categories coincide. For example, McCulloch writes : There were marked indications that the most skilled and better paid work was done by
members of specific strains or groups of strains. There was a tendency, in other words, for economic class to match tribal group.'58 Unique circumstances no doubt led to this correspondence. The marked dominance until recently of Africans from Barotseland and Nyasaland among the clerks in Northern Rhodesia should relate to the fact that missionaries started working earlier than in others in these
areas. But whatever the causes are, when it comes to a sociological analysis the empirical fact is that there is a tendency towards a coincidence of prestige and tribal categories. Throughout the evidence taken by the Russell Commission for example, there are references to the between the Mbema and the 'Nyasa' people. But because of the dominance of the 'Nyasa' in clerical and supervisory posts we
cannot claim that this hostility is rooted in either 'class' or 'tribe' differences. 56 I suggested that the term 'intercalary' to describe those positions occupied by persons connecting two opposing parts in an authoritarian system. See 'The Conflict of Roles in Intercalary Statuses', read to the English Rhodes- Livingstone Instiute Research Conference. Gluckman, M., 1949, attracted attention to the conflict of
roles of a person holding an intercalary status in his comments on the position of the modern town head. Epstein, A. L., 1956, analysed the meaning of intercalar positions in the system of political relations in the towns. 57 Russell Commission Evidence, p.879. 58 McCulloch, M., 1956, p.67. --------------------------------------------------------------------- Page 17. There were several corporate groups that recruited
their members of Africans at specific levels in the prestige system. Some of these groups like the kalela team recruit both on a trunk and a class basis : its members are all Bisa in lower position positions. It is possible, although I have no evidence to assertion, that certain religious cults draw their members of all tribes in only the lower reach of the prestige system. The fact that members of certain corporate
groups such as the kalela team are recruited from certain levels of the prestige system is interesting and we try to understand why it is so. But the position in the prestige system is not the specific increase for these groups : they exist to serve other interests. As far as I am aware of Africans in the lower reach of the ranking system, they have never organized themselves unlike those at the top. Sometimes
some groups have risen for the purpose of promoting their own interests fish-à-vis the Europeans. Examples are the early 'welfare' societies that have pulled their members out of the 'intelligentsia'59 regardless of their tribal transstration. These societies, although consisted mainly of Africans at the upper levels of the prestige system, were formed to improve the conditions of all Africans living in towns,
regardless of their tribal or class affiliates. It was inevitable that they should take up a political stance. Over time, they have been combed with forming the African National Congress, which draws its members from all levels and all tribes. The essential fact is that as a whole the Afrikaners represent one major political class and the Europeans another. In this situation, the 'white-collar' workers will become
african political leaders because they can speak English and present their grievances and disclose their demands in terms of easily intelligent to Europeans. But the 'white-collar' class here represents the Africans as a whole and is not a political class opposed to manual workers.60 Miss McCulloch from that in Livingstone 'there is a struggle for leadership in the town between the elite among the Lozi and a
number of foreigners who have chosen individuals in terms of wealth, education and profession.'61 Proportionately there were more skilled workers among the 'foreigners'62 than under the Lozi, but there were also far fewer unskilled craft workers among both Lozi and 'foreigners' than among all other ethnic groups.63 In other words the battle for political power was underway and unskilled workers or
manual and non-manual workers, but rather between broad ethnic groups within the same general socio-economic stratum. 59 Coulter, G. C., 1933, p.86. 60 This mark was also implemented by Hunter over Africans in a South African town. She wrote : 'The cleavage between Bantu and European stage Bantu (and European) solidarity, and overshadowed economic differences within the Bantu community
itself.' Hunter, M., 1936, p. 465. 61 McCulloch, M., 1956, p. 50. 62 Mainly from the Northern and Eastern Provinces of Northern Rhodesia. 63 McCulloch, M., 1958, Table 23. --------------------------------------------------------------------- Page 18. It therefore seems that the Africans on the Copperbelt as a political class have not yet been divided by either tribal or socio-economic class affiliates. However, everyday
social relations between Africans on the Copperbelt are affected by both tribal and socio-economic class affiliates, and the evidence I am currently setting suggests that there are currently tribal affiliates by far the most important. Content | Next Go to the CSAC Pages Go to the ERA Pages Pages
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